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1. Introduction
The purpose of this article is to explain what constitutes the approach of the Czech legislator in recodifying
Czech private law, and to justify my position that this is the optimal way forward. I will reach this aim through
having completed a relatively extensive and broad-ranging analysis.
Having established a starting point, in the second part of the paper I point out the various possibilities of the
method and address, in particular, its place in view of the background of private law in the ‘new’ member
states of the EU, which have a recent history similar to that of the Czech Republic behind them — i.e., the
influence of the Soviet model. In this part of the paper, I will attempt to show how differences, and frequently
also rational influences, played their part in the further development of the private law system.
Following this, in the third section, I evaluate the significance of the Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR)
and other national or supranational codification or similar projects. Furthermore, I continue the discussion
concentrating on the Czech Republic and provide an analysis of the decisive factors related primarily to the
content and method of legislation in the country’s new civil code. Finally, I offer justification for the adoption
of the DCFR as a model in many areas of private law for the re-codification thereof.

2. Civil law modernisation —
comparison of approaches
Not only on the European level but also in the national rules of law, an enormous quantity of activity has
been carried out in recent years. It is unsurprising perhaps that the most important changes in Europe over the
last 10 years have been made, above all, in some new EU member countries — namely, Poland*1, Hungary*2,
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Slovenia*3, Estonia*4, Latvia*5, Lithuania*6, Slovakia*7, and the Czech Republic.*8 However, the individual
countries chose different approaches. The only common feature in this process is represented by the effort
for modernisation. Its extent and the method of its realisation, in particular, in the individual countries differ
significantly. On the basis of knowledge of the individual approaches applied, we can carry out a specific
classification procedure that should prove interesting for the audience. We will classify these approaches or
efforts according to several criteria:
1) the state of the current national private law system,
2) the timing, and
3) the model for the changes and the method of their realisation.

2.1. The state of the national system of private law
2.1.1. Assessment criteria
The first aspect we assess and analyse here is a phenomenon that can be assessed or, as the case may be, evaluated from a number of standpoints. Our evaluation criteria consist in the extent of adequacy of the private law
in the countries being compared with respect to the satisfaction of market — or, as the case may be, market
economy — needs. In other words, we assess the private law’s capability to function under new political but
first of all economic circumstances in the climate following the fundamental changes of the late 1980s and/
or at the beginning of the 1990s. The criterion applied here is to a substantial extent similar to another criterion — one involving the difference of the relevant private law, particularly in its codified form, from what
follows the traditional understanding in this area (i.e., its difference from the concept under Roman law).*9
Thus we will first evaluate the state of the legislation itself, subsequently turning to the area of private law
theory and of the judicature.

2.1.2. Legislation
From the above point of view, we can develop the following classification:
a) The private law as a part of another rule of law. This category includes the Baltic countries
(Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia)*10, which, after their separation from the Soviet Union at the beginning of the 1990s, found themselves to have been placed in a situation of ‘total’ inheritance of a
foreign rule of law — that is, even in the area of civil or, as the case may be, private law, to have
been left with the Soviet regulation. This ‘inheritance’ alone, regardless of the non-functionality or
perhaps even inadequacy of the Soviet civil law legislation (in the strict sense, the legislation of the
Russian Federation)*11, was the reason for making a swift change of the system of law. However,
each of these systems followed a significantly different path. While Estonia*12 tried to adopt certain
principles of the Western European legislation as its own (the Principles of European Contract Law,
or PECL, in particular) and adjusted the codification, in the sense of the system, to that of pre-war
times (in the law of obligations, the property law codex, etc.), Latvia*13 took over earlier legislation — i.e., the civil code of 1937. Lithuania*14 (civil code of 2000) chose a relatively distinctive
way in its combination of some Western European elements with its own legal categories.
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b) Relatively capable legislation. At least three ‘Eastern Bloc’ countries have retained a relative
autonomy, though each of them has done so for a different reason, as well as the quality of capability of their civil law systems. In contrast to the Czech Republic*15, Poland*16 used in its codification work, as preparation for its civil code of 1964, both strictly scientific methods and the main
European sources (German, French, and Austrian) and was affected relatively little by the Soviet
example.*17
Through its still valid civil code of 1959, Hungary*18 substantially assumed the Hungarian equity
from the times of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The Hungarian civil code was, however, significantly updated — to a level completely unprecedented at the time. Undoubtedly, it was affected
by the Swiss model as well. The Hungarian civil code is brief, systematically modern, and in its
abstractness capable of substantial flexibility. Slovenia*19 followed the Yugoslavian way, which,
by contrast, was a very modern one.*20 As all the other Yugoslavian countries, it did not know a
civil code in the current understanding of the concept; however, similarly to the Baltic countries,
Yugoslavia*21 codified the law of obligation, family law, and substantive law, as well as the law of
persons, each in a special legal regulation. Despite its lack of modern legal discourse in this area,
Yugoslavia displayed a very modern understanding of the law of obligations, in particular — both
in a purely technical sense, assuming the international business contract as a starting point, and with
respect to the protection of the weaker party.*22
In all of these countries, the existing private law legislation was very capable of functioning under
the changed economic circumstances.
c) A peculiarly created system. As the reader will be aware, in addition to the GDR’s civil code of
1975*23, it was the Czechoslovak civil code of 1964*24 that, from the legal concept point of view, was
the most distinct attempt to deviate from the concept of civil law found in Roman law. Similarly, it
is relatively well known that, from the system point of view, in particular, its concepts manifested
themselves in a number of ways. It distinguished rather faithfully — i.e., in accordance with the
economic situation — among the various economic law relations and adjusted the handling of civil
law issues in response to the economic-political situation in the most faithful way of any Eastern
European country.*25 The obligations were replaced with services, in other than an economic sense;
the legal personality was changed and adjusted; and the obligation-related issues were adjusted to
the quota economy. From this standpoint, a certain part of the civil code showed an absolute focus on
protection of the weaker party. The superficies solo cedit principle was abandoned as a key traditional
institution of property law.
d) Other systems of law. Other systems include the civil law of Romania and that of Bulgaria.*26
Neither of these systems is original, with Romania still retaining some aspects of the French Code
Civil.

2.1.3. Jurisprudence and the judiciary
The condition of legislation is, to a great extent, reflected in the level of civil-law-related jurisprudence.
a) Jurisprudence includes Poland, Hungary, and Slovenia.*27 In all of these states, civil-law jurisprudence (legal theory) enjoys a relatively autonomous position — it does not immediately fall victim
to the Communist ideology and, in fact, aids in developing (as paradoxical as this may seem) private
law jurisprudence. All of these states maintained more or less intensive contacts with, and thus
reflected, the free jurisprudence of the West. However, there were some authors who succumbed
to the ideology or certain related illusions, and one therefore can observe a substantial difference
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from our understanding of civil law. These illusory concepts are seen in, among other actions, the
Hungarian Sarkozy’s*28 attempt to create a socialist joint-stock company and Letowska’s*29 approach
to competition or consumer protection.
The condition of the jurisprudence of other Eastern Bloc member states witnessed a steep fall, succumbing to both ideological concepts (Knapp)*30 and illusory notions of a new civil law (as did Z.
Kratochvíl and Karel Knap).*31
b) The judiciary. One can hardly observe any major differences in the judiciary between the countries
considered in this article. Even the supreme courts fail to express themselves as anything more
than the legislator’s mouth, not daring to adopt a suprapositivist and antiformalist approach to the
interpretation of law. Some provisions that are directly designed for this method of interpretation
find no application at all.*32

2.2. Timing of the changes
In addition to purely political or political and economic aspects, the speed of changes in private law legislation
is mostly a function of the degree of adequacy of these systems for addressing the changes in the economy. The
foreign legislation has clearly gained political implications in the newly independent Baltic States. Therefore,
fundamentally new provisions have come into existence in the Baltic States.
Partial changes are characteristic of the remaining states examined here. Ideologically and functionally inapt
provisions are deleted immediately after the landmark political changes, with the necessary categories or legal
institutions added in the civil law legislation later. These changes were more dramatic where these institutions
had not existed before than they were in states such as Poland, Hungary, and Slovakia*33, where the socialist
legislation had provided for these institutions — e.g., the pledge right.

2.3. Models for changes and their implementation
This section addresses two important aspects of the development of civil law legislation. We want to find
out the extent and, above all, the sources of the changes adopted in the individual states. Therefore, we look
for examples or models for the new civil law systems or their reform, while also paying attention to another
important angle — the methods used to create the changes to the civil law legislation.

2.3.1. Models (templates)
According to these models, the legislation examined can be divided into three groups:
a) Conservative. The states with legislation that accommodated their needs proceeded with caution.
These states did not carry out (and still have not carried out) any substantial changes, and, even if
some partial changes have been adopted, the approach was reserved at best — save for a few exceptions, these states have not followed any models or modified the same to accommodate for their
own concepts. Many times, one can hardly consider any models wherein the changes implemented
solely reflect the pragmatic approach of supplementing the existing provisions. This applies mainly
to Hungary*34 and Poland.*35 The approach of Latvia in taking up again the basis of its 1937 legislation can be evaluated in similar terms. Even Lithuania*36 falls in this category — its approach is
radical in scope but very cautious in its content.
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b) Very progressive, second change. The approach adopted by Estonia*37 involved accomplishing a
second phase of modernisation through adoption of the law of obligations in 2001. Slovenia followed
a similar progressive path, with a new wave of change.*38 Estonia*39 has been following a modern
model, similarly to Slovenia or Yugoslavia, which took the content of the provisions of the Vienna
Convention on International Sale of Goods (CBG) for its own provisions on purchase agreements
c) Combined approaches. The present reformation framework of the Czech Republic can be considered very conservative or pragmatic; but, in addition to that, it is characteristic, in its draft civil
code, of a system manifesting a special hybrid of several concepts. Notwithstanding the novelty of
this approach, what is important is that the Czech legislator has failed to incorporate the most modern approaches, which probably have been the only ones to have found a great number of relevant
applications. The Czech legislator has reflected neither the Vienna Convention on the International
Sale of Goods (CISG) nor the PECL or DCFR.*40

2.3.2. Implementation of the changes
All of the states considered, save for the Czech Republic and Slovakia, proceeded to reform their legislation
in a manner comparable to the Western European models. The approach adopted by the majority has two distinctive features — a ‘collective’ approach to drafting and a ‘scientific’ method. This means that the reform is
carried out on the basis of a certain analysis of the status quo and of a certain method for transformation, with
each change having its thorough theoretical rationale. The collective approach means that a team of experts
participates in the changes in a relatively similar manner (with the same rights and duties). The teams usually
comprise several groups, each addressing specific parts of the civil law; the results then are discussed in a
committee that, similarly to the workgroups, adopts specific decisions by consensus or by voting.
The Czech Republic, where the preparatory work started in 2001 and since 2005 the Draft of Civil Code as
being amended has been published*41, has chosen a very different and unique method in respect of both elements mentioned above. This is seen in various ways:
– Even with a certain basic analysis of the legitimacy of the changes and their implementation presented, the proposed provisions (i.e., the materials drafted) contain virtually no rationale.*42 The basic
analysis is very brief and sketchy and basically addresses only the need for new legislation. The
reasons for the fundamental change, although more or less ideological, will suffice at a basic level.
The principles of the private law provisions published on paper do not constitute an analytic work
that would display the fundamental direction for the whole future code and portions thereof — in
particular, in speaking of the nature and importance of the specific legal institutions concerned. Still,
the most fundamental shortcoming is the non-existence of any rationale for the language, or even
the existence, of the draft. The very principles of the draft — i.e., the fundamental wording of the
later draft — cannot be deemed the ideological source or the rationale for the draft, as mentioned
above.*43
– Drafts are compiled by individuals, which is reminiscent of certain isolated working methods (as
seen in Switzerland).*44 Drafts are presented by an individual who has the main say in the discussion. The latest changes (with ‘mini-teams’, a co-ordination group, or the re-codification committee)
hardly indicate any movements toward the standard methods of drafting legislation.*45
– The fact that the text of the draft is being made available to the public for several months (on the
Web pages of the Ministry of Justice)*46 is clearly a positive development. Everyone can look at the
changes implemented. However, the procedure for implementation of these change and the reasons
for these and for other changes are classified information. It is clear that the discussions or the evaluation of comments and objections are not kept on record; therefore, the work and developments
associated with the draft and its changes are not transparent. This undoubtedly is in correspondence
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with the lack of rationale in the original text of the draft. In the end, this only increases the doubts
surrounding the draft itself.*47
– The funding of the work is another issue.*48 It is remarkable that, at present, dozens of people are
working on formulating the draft and its changes (even though the level of their active participation
and the scope of their actual co-operation may be a matter of some doubt) and undertaking this work
free of charge. In itself, this is nothing extraordinary by European standards. What is remarkable
is that the project as a whole also lacks funding from the parties involved, even for out-of-pocket
expenses. Nor has it been taken into account that translations will have to be made (most of the
members of the current mini-teams do not even have access to relevant comparative materials or
knowledge of legal language in foreign languages that is sufficient for them to make any meaningful
comparisons).

2.4. Comparison
If we summarise the findings presented so far, we can reach the following conclusions:
a) The state of private law in the individual states compared at the time of the political transformations predetermined to a significant degree the timing and degree of transformation of private law
legislation. The less the state of the written civil law fit the altered socio-political conditions, the
more fundamental were the changes made and the swifter the effecting thereof.
b) Substantial changes that did not directly relate to the state of the legislative exist, however, with
regard to the specimens or models of the existing or future legislative.
c) Most of the new Member States are hesitant to undertake fundamental transformations and modernisation in the style of the supranational projects for private law. Estonia is an exception.

3. Significance of the CFR
The understanding of the significance of the Common Frame of Reference (CFR) may differ, even in the
conceptions of the individual members of the Study Group. This is particularly true where this significance is
evaluated in relation to the legal codes of their own legal backgrounds and the need for their modernisation.
The significance of the CFR is appraised in the Czech Republic primarily from the perspective of the possibility of inspiration, influence, or assumption into the draft Czech Civil Code material.
For all of these reasons, it is necessary to ask ourselves the following basic questions:
–
–
–
–

Why should the CFR be reflected in the field of the law of obligations?
In the affirmative case, in what manner should it be reflected?
To what extent do the draft and the resolution in the CFR differ?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of reflecting the CFR, particularly with regard to further
development?

3.1. Methods and illusions
For almost 100 years now, there has been an illusion of understanding the Czech Civil Code Draft as the work
of an individual. Similarly, one holds an illusion of believing that there will be created an original civil of
code presently that fully corresponds to a specific national legislator’s vision. Primarily in view of extralegal
factors, law and the creation thereof is also becoming an international enterprise in the sense of its adopting
models and tested methods.
One specific method applied is the method of creation of supranational projects. Here there will undoubtedly arise competition or conflict. It has been shown, however, that, although there exist a range of variation,
differences in understanding and application, etc., still some fundamental, accordant understandings of the
conception prevail. This is attested to by the products or the method of work of international collectives, both
on the official international or inter-state basis and through ‘spontaneous’ platforms (academic teams).*49
47
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3.2. Possibility of use
What O. Lando states in the foreword to the second edition of the PECL applies not only to the CFR but also
to the PECL, the Principles of European Tort Law, and certain models from UNIDROIT. The possibilities for
use of these projects — in particular, the CFR — are manifold. The CFR may function as model law. Even
though many people contest it, its purpose and major principles 1) may lead to the adoption of several parts
or institutions in national legal codes of Member States, 2) may undoubtedly serve as soft law, and 3) may
have the significance of a future unified arrangement of civil law for a certain territory — maybe in Europe.
The CFR may in addition, however, be a significant source for identifying law for judges and arbitrators and,
finally, for study and education.
It is remarkable that many of its passages have, as regards individual provisions, the character of perfect legal
norms. Therefore, the material does not involve only principles, as it would be possible for one to believe (i.e.,
setting forth optimising clauses); it also displays provisions having a normative character. The degree of abstraction comes remarkably close, in the aggregate of its individual parts, to a perfect normative expression of certain
legal institutions. In many senses, this is a more detailed arrangement than the draft Czech Civil Code.*50

3.3. Level and quality
It is possible to view a project such as the draft Czech Civil Code, but also the CFR, primarily from the system
perspective. The features of both include a certain degree of homogeneity in the individual parts. The ideal,
therefore, is a kind of form that is forged, as it were, from one piece. The Swiss Civil Code, the work of the
sole author Eugene Huber*51, is usually cited as a model. In the case of the CFR, it would be possible at first
glance to conclude that the ‘nature of the matter’ — that is, the method of its creation (an international ‘nonhomogenous’ community) — precludes us from following this model. In fact, however, a creative group thus
heterogeneously constituted is precisely able to create a work that in its own way is internally consistent,
well-arranged, and holistic. Its potential first phase is re-forged by varied opinions to offer a new quality, which
affords a higher degree of harmony and unity than the work of an individual could at the present time. This
is indeed the case to a greater extent with the CFR than with the draft Czech Civil Code, which to too great
an extent appropriates individual provisions from various legal codes without retaining the necessary context
and transformation ‘at the interfaces’.
In contrast to the Czech draft, the CFR is equipped not only with a detailed rationale, which also sets forth
specific cases of resolution, but also with commentary material, which maps the resolution in particular legal
codes, including its advantages or disadvantages. This thus documents the quality of the outcome as a certain
compromise among the best national resolutions.
The inspiration that can be provided by the CFR undoubtedly has the following merits:
a) transparency of creation and particularly the clarity of the significance of particular provisions,
b) the guarantee of high quality and the least possible conflict in the resolution, and
c) guarantee of acceptance in the private law community.

3.4. The CFR and the Czech draft
3.4.1. Starting point
Private law in the Czech Republic has undergone considerable changes in the last roughly 60 years. We have
the general civil code, our first phase of socialist law (the Civil Code of 1950), a second phase of socialist law
(with the Civil Code of 1964 and other codices), and the transition period running from 1991 to the present.
In the briefest possible terms, I can provide a summary evaluation of the operation of these individual codification projects, thus: Practitioners (in particular, judges) were unable, possibly also as a result of the frequent
changes, to make the transition from (formalistic) interpretation to teleological considerations. On the other
hand, one must note the presence of a considerable degree of adaptability, not only in the field of civil law
itself. This adaptability was especially evident in those areas that were beyond the scope of the civil code per
se, particularly in legislation relating to the most rapidly developing areas, such as banking, securities, and
the like. In addressing these matters, the specialist public showed great creative capability.
50
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The result of these rapid changes, and especially the atmosphere that prevailed from the 1950s onwards, was
that not even a basic theoretical foundation was created for the application of private law and the teleological interpretation thereof. The Czech Republic does not fare well if we compare the theoretical foundation
present in the Czech Republic with the ‘reservoir of ideas’ in the traditionally revered national bodies of law.
Czech theory was not even capable of bringing certain phenomena into awareness, let alone reflecting them,
or accepting and developing them. There is even a substantial disparity between this state of affairs in the
Czech Republic and that in other former socialist states, such as the similar legal cultures seen in Hungary
and Poland, which, in comparison to our own history of development, were substantially less ruined. The latter were capable of the vital creative development of their existing positive provisions of law, such that their
applicable law now offers, to a considerable degree, an adequate private law apparatus for their economic and
social systems. This factor is an argument in favour of adopting the most modern solution, since the absence
of a sufficiently secure ‘bedrock’ for the conceptual foundations of current law means that the risk of a substantial shock is relatively small.
Essentially, the present draft proceeds from these premises and is very critical of current law. The need for
many amendments and the calls for further corrections testify to the unsatisfactory state of our applicable
positive provisions of law and, at the end of the day, also our legal theory. However, in implementing its
resolutions (see the reasoned statement accompanying the draft), it is not entirely thorough. Some areas of the
draft adopt parts of the current law (e.g., language on representation; unjustified enrichment; and, with some
modifications, compensation for damage). Other areas reflect the Czechoslovak model from 1937*52, which,
on account of the time of its creation and the fact that it never became applicable law, as well as the designs
from which it was drawn up (in particular, the Allgemeines Gesetzbuch der Republik Österreich, or ABGB),
cannot be considered an immediate or full-valued component of our private law tradition, being instead one
of several relatively old attempts at national codification, albeit work that was of remarkable significance at
the time of its creation.

3.4.2. Evaluation criterion — model
If I summarise the foregoing considerations, I reach the conclusion that it is necessary to prefer a modern
approach to an approach clinging to a particular practice that, because of its superficiality and short duration,
is not actually something one could invoke as a truly functioning tradition. I therefore make my evaluation of
the Czech draft primarily through the prism of modern supranational legislation or drafts thereof (particularly
the CFR), whereas I measure up the field of rights in rem — which is not part of the supranational codification
efforts — primarily against the benchmark of a system of law that has a remarkable tradition and relationship
with Czech law; that is the law of Austria. Several factors speak in favour of using supranational projects as
a benchmark and model solution (although not as a pattern for verbatim transposition):
a) although there is compromise involved, the supranational projects are the result and reflex of national
solutions developed by absolute experts on the basis of long-term experience;
b) in several cases, the fundamental basis used is the applicable law (CISG), or projects that, although
not applicable law, are nonetheless applicable as law (as in the case of the UNIDROIT principles);
and
c) in many fields, the development is aimed at a gradual harmonisation or even unification of private
law.

3.4.3. Method of reflection
Two final considerations should be applied in moving forward from the discussion here:
a) The principles are often actually very general clauses; in most cases, however, these are functional
legal norms.
b) Reflection does not mean a slavish assumption. Even particular clauses are suitable for flexible
adaptation.

52
See the Draft Civil Code in: F. Rouček, J. Sedláček (eds.). Komentář k československému obecnému zákoníku občanskému (Commentary
on the Czechoslovak General Civil Code). 5 volumes. Prague 1937 which includes the draft of the “new“ Czechoslovak Civil Code.
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